This little mouse has stolen some smelly cheese! He's hiding in every main sticker scene. Can you find him?
Smelly World

Wow! Look at this map of the world. It shows all the smelly places in your book.

Count how many ships and animals there are bobbing in the water. Can you see a shark and some dolphins?
There’s a flag for each smelly place you’ll be exploring. Find the matching stickers at the end of your book and stick them in the right places.
READY TO GO!

Make an adventure pass to explore smelly places!
First write your name and age, then add your country stamp stickers.

My Smelly Adventure Pass

Name

Age

Smelly Places Postcard

Don’t forget to draw a stamp!
Look around explorers! We’re in Java, Indonesia. It’s a beautiful green land of temples, as well as plantations of cocoa and coffee beans.

Halo

Java is also famous for a very nasty smell. The corpse flower got its name because it smells like something has gone rotten. Yuck!

There are many beautiful ancient Hindu and Buddhist temples all over Indonesia.

All over Indonesia you’ll see batik patterned materials, made by coating the cloth in hot wax before it is dyed.

Decorate your fan with insect and butterfly stickers.
We’re visiting South Africa, a land full of fabulous, majestic wild animals.

Sawubona

On a South African safari you can see everything from elephants and lions to rhinos and leopards.

Can you fit the tourists into their safari truck?
Turkey is a large country boasting ancient monuments, amazing culture, and incredible landscapes bordered by four different seas.

Merhaba

The Sultan Ahmet mosque in Istanbul is also known as the Blue Mosque because of all its blue tiles.

Turkey

Fill your fancy plate with yummy sweet treats called Turkish delights!

Turkish glass perfume bottles are beautiful and can be filled with fragrant rose oil.